Wearables beyond boarders: A case study of barriers to gait assessment in low-resource settings
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Abstract (unstructured, 121/100 words):

Currently, there are major EU-based projects funded to better utilise wearables as useful diagnostic aids/tools in clinical settings as well for deployment in the home to capture habitual ageing processes. To date, there is little investigation to discuss the translation of those tools beyond the geographical regions in which they are developed and implemented. Our objective was to examine pragmatic issues/challenges facing use of wearables in a diverse low resource, middle-income country like Brazil. We found barriers to their understanding and adoption converge on three themes: (i) regional inequalities; (ii) knowledge and resources and; (iii) trust. Current large scale projects should consider the scalability and implementation of their methods given those themes, facilitating a stratified and global approach to healthy ageing.
1.0 Introduction

Wearable technologies are reshaping healthcare and transforming approaches to how patients should be diagnosed, treated and managed. Wearables are enabling healthcare professionals to break free from the shackles of traditional approaches to assessment, monitoring beyond the clinic [1]. Habitual assessment with wearables can provide objective, continuous (and big) data, revolutionising approaches to common practise compared to snap shot, clinical assessments. Accordingly, wearable healthcare data is perceived as an extremely valuable resource, described as the new blood [2].

Recently, low-cost inertial wearables have leapt to clinical attention within ageing studies by enabling quantification of functional activities, e.g. balance and gait [3]. The latter is being used to investigate habitual-based digital biomarkers in diagnostic or predictive medicine [1]. Recent launch of large multisite studies such as Mobilise-D [4], a collaborative project between academia and the pharmaceutical industry to deliver a valid solution for real-world mobility through wearable gait assessment, is seen as a game changer. But what challenges would future tools and techniques (e.g. those developed in Mobilise-D) face when used beyond the geographical regions in which they are developed? The aim of this work is to raise pragmatic challenges facing adoption of inertial-based wearables as gait assessment tools for healthy ageing. Here we focus on low-resource settings by examining a case study of a middle income country, Brazil.

2.0 Methods

A qualitative study design was used to gain insight into basic challenges associated with inertial-based wearable adoption for pragmatic use in clinical and research settings in Brazil. Semi-structured interviews using open-ended questions were undertaken with clinical and research staff, to understand experiences and explore reasons for lack of wearable adoption and development in multidisciplinary studies (appendix A). Rigour in the design and reporting of the study is based on the RATS framework [5].

An initial interview guide was developed based on tacit knowledge and experiences of two researchers (AG, RV). Drafts were produced until the researchers were satisfied with the content and phrasing of the questions and prompts posed. Each interview lasted approximately 45 minutes and were conducted at the Department of Physical Education, UNESP, Rio Claro, Brazil. The researcher (AG) introduced himself, explained the study and obtained written consent from all interviewees. Questions were posed in English using open ended language and in accordance with the semi-structured nature, varied in phrasing and order posed with each participant. Where interviewees failed to fully understand questions, a second researcher (RV) translated into Portuguese. Responses
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were recorded using an audio device to better understand responses that needed to be translated (by RV) during interviews.

Interviewees were multidisciplinary, bilingual (English, Portuguese) researchers with clinical backgrounds in physiotherapy and neurology, where one had technical skills in data analytics and algorithm development. Both had research experience (5-10 years) pertaining to the development and application of inertial wearable in clinical research from different geographical areas throughout Brazil and Europe.

3.0 Results

Those interviewed mainly worked with older adults who experience mobility issues resulting in poor gait and falls, including those with a neurological condition. There were three main themes uncovered during analysis.

Regional inequalities: Wealth, culture and education

This theme captured technology attainment and acceptance when considering variations between regional states such as wealthier southern states (e.g. São Paulo) compared to poorer northern states (e.g. Amazonas). Accordingly, cultural and educational (e.g. language and health) barriers were raised where use of wearables amongst adults to assist clinical diagnosis where perceptions were that they could be met with hesitation and uncertainty. For example, physiotherapy is believed by patients to be therapeutic only, rather than a need to understand underlying neurological symptoms evidence from other nations.

"They (the patient) don’t understand what assessment is. What are you doing, hooking this device on me asking me to walk? This is physiotherapy"

Knowledge and resources

Topics relating to robust assessment and quantification of the complete gait cycle to generate clinically relevant digital biomarkers were discussed. It was generally assumed that there is a complete lack of appreciation for this research within Brazil due to a dearth of professional networks to permeate information. Current mechanism to upskill are at the discretion of the individual only.

"I think, physiotherapists in Brazil don’t understand the, how important it is to have very precise outcomes, that’s the issue"

Furthermore, those wanting to complement clinical practise with academic innovation are met with collaboration barriers and timely administrative delays, systematic within Brazil. Approaches to multidisciplinary and integrated work are lacking.
“...and another thing in Brazil, is that, engineering is so far away from health.”

Trust and reference standards

The profound factor influencing use of wearables for gait assessment is “trust”. Current knowledge of gait assessment extends to use of reference standards only (e.g. instrumented walkways). Ad-hoc and heterogeneous development of wearables, including a plethora of algorithms to quantify gait stemming from EU and US-based studies, has resulted in apprehensiveness for those familiar with the field. Additionally, cost associated with commercial wearable systems are beyond budgets while lower cost device lack inbuilt analytical platforms for ease of use.

4.0 Discussion

Large middle-income countries like Brazil have obvious challenges given geographical spread and extreme variations between urban and rural life, economic and social factors (Figure 1). Uptake of technology, even those detailed as low-cost, will have significant cost implications when considered at scale which may be beyond any realistic use. Yet, adequate use of wearables in Brazilian-based clinical settings will ultimately depend on integration to information and communication technology infrastructures, which although still limited, have advanced in recent years [6].

There seems to be disparities between professions within Brazil and a need to instil a culture of multidisciplinary teams working towards the development and deployment of wearables to aid healthcare. Perhaps lack of joined up thinking, negatively impacting shared knowledge for healthcare professionals, contributes to failings to better understand how gait and other traditional assessments could be objectively quantified. Integrated approaches and more collaborative efforts between (e.g. healthcare and engineering) professions could lead to greater innovation, stimulating sharing of knowledge to further economic growth for this economy [7].

Given the complexity of normal or pathological gait analysis, abundance of devices, wear locations and complex algorithms developed ad-hoc [8], it is little wonder why wearables lack trust. Typically, gold/reference standards have been the accepted norm, benefiting from a legacy of historical use originating from expensive equipment and used in elitist settings only. Efforts by projects such as Mobilise-D seek to harmonise the field of wearables by developing agreed standards with regulators to establish a new international basis for disease-specific and cross-condition digital biomarkers. Although difficult to disseminate technology, approaches to share knowledge of how gait could be assessed with wearables may be achieved through multilingual massive open online courses (MOOCs), recently discussed within Brazilian contexts [9]. Global approaches to utilising MOOCs are evidenced through recent dementia care [10]. Additionally, more stringent efforts to guide validation
and verification processes with wearables [11] should instil trust, facilitating more pragmatic gait assessment approaches to define healthy ageing in any global region.
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*Figure 1: From the Brazilian motto “Ordem e Progresso”, order and progress may be achieved in the use of wearables as clinical tools by improved education on the use of technology but faces challenges in a geographical and socially diverse country. Creation of multidisciplinary projects/institutes, better sharing of knowledge/ideas and global initiatives to enable agreed translated standards on wearables and arising digital biomarkers is key.*
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